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Why Do We Elect Politicians and Governments that Wage War on Sovereign States?

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, June 06, 2023

The  people  and  their  citizens  are  deprived  of  the  management  of  their  own  affairs,  the
determination of their own actions and the care of their own welfare by such an election.
Why should the people not be able to realise their own ideas and put their self-developed
concepts of life into practice?

Doctors  Who  Poisoned  Themselves  and  Their  Families,  Including  Small  Children,  with
COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines

By Dr. William Makis, June 07, 2023

Every day I hear stories about young doctors who are closing their practice and retiring
because they had a heart attack or a stroke or a neurological injury and they can’t practice
medicine anymore. Every other day a Canadian doctor dies suddenly.

France Is Reportedly Making a Principled Stand Against NATO’s Expansion to Asia

By Andrew Korybko, June 07, 2023

The Financial Times cited eight unnamed sources who revealed that France is reportedly
preventing the planned opening of NATO’s liaison office in Japan. According to them, Macron
believes that this move violates the alliance’s charter, which limits its geographic reach to
the North Atlantic.

Israel to ‘Judaize’ Galilee and Expand West Bank Settlements?
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By Khaled Mouammar, June 06, 2023

The  Haaretz  article  (read  here)  shows  that  Israeli  authorities  are  escalating  their
discrimination and segregation policies against Indigenous Christian and Muslim Palestinian
citizens.

Independent Nord Stream Expedition Discovers Clue Missed by Official Investigators

By Jeffrey Brodsky, June 06, 2023

The  Grayzone  participated  in  what  appears  to  be  the  first  independent  expedition
investigating the sabotage of the Nord Stream pipelines. Near one of the blast sites, we
discovered a diving boot used by US Navy divers. How did Swedish investigators miss this?

Listen to Dr. Naomi Wolf Talk About Pfizer’s Depopulation Agenda

By Peter Koenig and Dr. Naomi Wolf, June 06, 2023

For those who still believe that Covid is a deadly disease and that the “vaccination” will be
their salvation – or has been their salvation – this article and video account by world renown
author and researcher Dr. Naomi Wolf may come as a cold shower – or at least as an
overdue eye-opener.

Our “Abnormal New Normal”. Bored, Bludgeoned, and Tired: “When COVID Hit, the Iron Fist
of the Ruling ‘Elites’ Came Down Hard”

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, June 06, 2023

We all knew the pre-covid world was careening, lustily so, towards a dark place in a way that
could never be sustained: rampant greed, endless war, catastrophic debts run up by and for
the banks that seemed to rule us all.

Is a Change of Course at State Department Coming?

By Philip Giraldi, June 06, 2023

There are a lot of anonymous bureaucrats that man the offices in the nation’s capital. If one
were to mention the name Wendy Sherman at a Washington DC cocktail gathering it is likely
that few in the room will have ever heard of her, but she has long been one of the most
important players in Democratic Party administrations when it comes to foreign policy in key
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parts of the world. 

The Assassination of Senator Robert F. Kennedy: Questions, Hints and Allegations

By Edward Curtin, June 06, 2023

While many people are aware that President John Kennedy was killed five years earlier in a
conspiracy organized by U.S. intelligence operatives and that Lee Harvey Oswald was the
“patsy” that he said he was, far fewer realize that Robert Kennedy was also killed as a result
of a conspiracy and that the convicted assassin Sirhan Sirhan did not kill RFK.

The Deadly Delusions of NATO and the Atlantic Council

By Kurt Nimmo, June 06, 2023

Prior to the Russian SMO to denazify Ukraine, the consensus in Europe was that Ukraine did
not  meet  the  criteria  for  membership.  NATO  “has  never  offered  [Ukraine  and  Georgia]  a
formal action plan to join, a necessary step for them to do so,” The New York Times reported
in January 2022, the month before Russia entered Ukraine. Ukraine is one of the most
corrupt countries in Europe.
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